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It’s been a while since I reviewed Opticron’s top offering, the DBA 
VHD so I was interested to see whether there would be a marked 
difference between it and the new second in command  
Imagic BGA VHD.

On my first try out I was very impressed with the sharpness and colour 
saturation but had the opportunity to use them over a few weeks and 
put them to the test in a range of different outdoor conditions.

The binoculars keep the same classic Imagic styling with the addition 
of a new textured armour which makes a world of difference to the quality feel over the older HD model. 
My only criticism are the large eyecups. For people with a smallish IPD who often have to have a  
binocular hinge fully closed, I found they took a little bit of adjusting to find that perfect fit and image circle. 
After a few goes I got it sorted and after a while picking up and using them became second nature. 

The balance of the binoculars in the hand and position of the focus wheel was perfect allowing me some 
level of one handed viewing but I have always found the ergonomics of the BGA classic range one of 
the best for my average sized hands. For a full size 42mm 700g is pretty light. As a result I had no call to 
reposition them on my shoulders found them very comfortable over a full days birding. 

Optically I was really impressed with the central sweet spot quality and how easy it was to locate 
distant flying birds through them. Images were impressively sharp and colour saturation was excellent.  
Resolution tailed off out at the edges of the field of view but did not affect the overall quality of the viewing 
experience. 

The very bright image has a trade-off and this is best described as a ‘cold’ cast exacerbated by some 
chromatic aberration at the outer edges of the field of view. Both of these characteristics were most 
noticeable when viewing dark objects or tree tops against a clear sky.

The focus wheel couldn’t be faulted, lovely and smooth, quick and tack sharp. I really liked this and can’t 
recall anytime I couldn’t get a flying bird fully focussed before it became a black dot in the distance. The 
focus wheel turned 1.25 turns between extremities which was quick and allowed fast focus down to 2m.

The twist up eyecups have intermediate settings and I had to play around to find the optimum setting 
which for some reason always seems different on different binoculars.

Accessories are good quality and the strap equals the best. The rainguard is the standard black plastic 
and case a black canvas tight fitting case which I found much better and more compact than the past 
cases for this model.

In summary the Imagic BGA VHD get the thumbs up. Big pluses were the size of the sweet spot and 
colour saturation. You would have to view a top priced model side by side to compare this as they are 
very sharp indeed. The updated finish, overall weight and balance were also excellent. I would like to see 
smaller eyecups but the current ones are an improvement on previous versions of this model and would 
be overly sufficient for most people. Highly recommended!
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